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Uncertainty Quantification of Geo-Magnetically
Induced Currents in UHV Power Grid

1

2

Qing Liu , Yan-zhao Xie , Member, IEEE, Ning Dong, Yu-hao Chen, Min-zhou Liu, and Quan Li3

Abstract—Geo-magnetically induced currents (GICs) have at-4
tracted more attention since many Ultra-High Voltage (UHV)5
transmission lines have been built, or are going to be built in6
the world. However, when calculating GICs based on the classi-7
cal model, some input parameters, such as the earth conductivity8
and dc resistances of the grid, are uncertain or very hard to be9
determined in advance. Taking this into account, the uncertainty10
quantification (UQ) model of the geo-electric fields and GICs is pro-11
posed in this paper. The UQ of the maximums of the geo-electric12
fields and GICs during storms is carried out based on the poly-13
nomial chaos (PC) method. The results of the UHV grid, 1000 kV14
Sanhua Grid, were presented and compared to the Monte Carlo15
method. The total Sobol indices are calculated by using the PC16
expansion coefficients. The sensitivities of geo-electric fields and17
GICs to the input variables are analyzed based on the total Sobol18
indices. Results show that the GICs and geo-electric fields can be19
effectively simulated by the proposed model, which may offer a20
better understanding of the sensitivities to input uncertain vari-21
ables and further give a reasonable evaluation of the geomagnetic22
threat to the grid.23

Index Terms—Geo-electric fields, Geo-magnetically induced24
currents (GIC), polynomial chaos (PC), total Sobol indices, un-25
certainty quantification (UQ).26

I. INTRODUCTION27

SOLAR activities, especially coronal mass ejections, so-28

lar flares, and energetic particles, are the major factors29

that affect space weather and trigger geomagnetic disturbances30

(GMDs). The GMDs can induce low-frequency currents into31

power networks, known as geo-magnetically induced currents32

(GICs) [1]–[3]. The GICs may cause half-cycle saturation in33
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power transformers, produce harmonics, and increase reactive 34

power demand and transformer spot heat. This can lead to seri- 35

ous problems, such as transformer damage, voltage dips, relay 36

disoperation, and system instability [4]–[6]. Although GMDs 37

are more likely to happen in high latitudes, recently the phe- 38

nomenon caused by GICs are also found in middle and low lat- 39

itudes [7], [8], such as South Africa, Brazil, and China, which 40

attracts broad attention. 41

GIC calculation requires the induced geo-electric fields over 42

the earth’s surface. The “source” of this geo-electric field (i.e., 43

the magnetosphere-ionosphere currents) can be approximately 44

determined by an infinite line current, surface current, or three- 45

dimensional (3-D) current model. There are a number of meth- 46

ods based on different assumptions and simplifications that can 47

be used to calculate the geo-electric fields and the GICs. A sim- 48

ple way is to apply an equivalent downward-propagating plane 49

wave and assume that the earth is either uniform or layered [9]. 50

A lot of work on geo-electric fields and GICs has been reported 51

with specific parameters [10]–[15]. 52

However, some input parameters are difficult to be precisely 53

quantified, particularly in large scale power systems. For exam- 54

ple, the earth conductivity along the depth of several hundred 55

kilometers is an approximation of the actual structure due to the 56

multiplicity on magnetotelluric inversion and noise interference 57

[16]. Since the frequency of geo-electromagnetic variations is 58

far less than that of electric power, the resistances play a dom- 59

inant role for GIC calculation and the power grid can approxi- 60

mately be equivalent to a dc network [17]. For GIC calculation, 61

the dynamic characteristics of ac voltages and transformer sat- 62

uration should be taken into consideration. As an engineering 63

approach, nevertheless, to model the network as resistances is 64

more acceptable. The dc resistances of transmission lines and 65

the transformer windings should be regarded as variables due 66

to their changes with temperatures and should be taken into 67

consideration. 68

The Ultra-High Voltage power grid is the cornerstone of the 69

smart grid in China and it is being developed at an unprecedented 70

speed. Due to its small dc resistance and limited capability of 71

UHV transformer to withstand dc bias, the UHV grid is more 72

sensitive to geomagnetic hazards compared to other grids. 73

In this paper, taking a UHV Grid in Sanhua China for exam- 74

ple, we propose an efficient method based on the stochastic sim- 75

ulation tools of polynomial chaos (PC) to perform uncertainty 76

quantification (UQ) for geo-electric fields and GICs. The earth 77

conductivities and the dc resistances are used as input variables 78

with proper distributions, and the output variables are the peak 79
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values of the time series of geo-electric fields and GICs during80

storm event. The results obtained give a clear indication of the81

GIC levels of all substations and the sensitivities of GICs in82

different substations to different input variables. The conclu-83

sions will provide comprehensive and useful information for84

GIC evaluation and mitigation.85

II. UC MODEL OF THE GEO-ELECTRIC FIELDS AND GICS86

A. Calculation Method of the Time Series of Geo-Electric87

Fields and GIC88

In GIC calculation, 1-D earth model is mostly adopted due to89

its simplicity and acceptable accuracy. The variable conductivity90

of the earth can be modeled by a series of horizontal layers91

with specified conductivity and thickness. Based on the “plane92

wave” method, the surface impedance Z0(ω) of m-layer earth93

can be calculated by using the recursive relation in [10]. In the94

frequency domain, Z0(ω) is also the transfer function between95

the surface electric fields and magnetic field, the relationships96

between which are97

Ey (ω) = − 1
μ0
Bx(ω)Z0(σ1 , σ2 , . . . , σm , h1 , h2 , . . . , hm−1 , ω)

(1)

Ex(ω) =
1
μ0
By (ω)Z0(σ1 , σ2 , . . . , σm , h1 , h2 , . . . , hm−1 , ω)

(2)

where σi(i = 1, 2, . . . ,m) and hi (i = 1, 2, . . . ,m− 1) are the98

conductivity and thickness of each layer, and ω is the angular99

frequency.100

The real-time magnetic field data from a magnetic observa-101

tory can be converted to the frequency domain through Fourier102

transform. So the electric fields in the frequency domain can103

be obtained by (1) and (2). Then, by applying inverse Fourier104

transform, we can get the time series of Ex(t) and Ey (t). Due105

to the insignificant error, we ignore the effect of shield wires on106

geoelectric field calculation. These electric fields can be used107

as an input for a power system model for every time incre-108

ment to calculate the voltage sources, which drive GIC flows in109

the power grid. For the transmission line from substation a to110

substation b, the voltage is given by111

Vab(t) = Ex(t) · LN + Ey (t) · LE (3)

where LN is the northward distance and LE is the eastward112

distance. They are related to the latitudes and longitudes of the113

two substations and can be calculated by the formulas in [18].114

Then, GICs from substations to ground can be obtained by115

GIC = (1 + YZ)−1J (4)

which is presented by Lehtinen and Pirjola [19], where, Y and Z116

are the network admittance matrix and the earthing impedance117

matrix, respectively. J depends on the voltages determined by the118

electric field along the transmission line and the line resistance,119

for example, for the node b, Jb is decided by120

Jb =
N∑

b=1,b �=a

Vba
Rba

. (5)

Fig. 1. Solving procedure of the maximums of geo-electric fields and GICs.

When the time series of geo-electric fields and GIC during a 121

given storm event have been calculated, we can find the max- 122

imums of geo-electric fields and GIC during this storm event. 123

The solving procedure can be presented in Fig. 1. The input 124

variables are described by the n-dimensional vector ξ, which 125

can be either the uncertain parameters of the layered earth or 126

the dc resistances of the power grid. In this paper, what we 127

are mainly concerned about, i.e., the output variables, are the 128

maximums of the geo-electric fields and GICs during a storm 129

event. For convenience, a function is used to represent the solv- 130

ing processing, and the output variables can be expressed by 131

y = Y(ξ1 , ξ2 , . . . , ξn ). 132

B. Derivation of PC Expansions for Output Variables 133

The traditional way to analyze the uncertainty of output vari- 134

ables in varied input scenarios is to use the Monte Carlo (MC) 135

method. The first step is to sample randomly according to the 136

distribution type and intervals of the input variables. The sam- 137

ples are denoted by 138

X̃(s) =
(
ξ̃

(s)
1 , ξ̃

(s)
2 , . . . , ξ̃(s)

n

)
s = 1, 2, . . . ,m. (6)

The sample number (i.e., m) usually should be big enough 139

to obtain satisfactory results and in this paper, m is set to be 140

10000. Next, put the samples into the objective function, then 141

the outputs for all different sample sets can be calculated. 142

Although the MC method is simple and clear, its efficiency 143

decreases with the increasing of the sample number. Some tech- 144

niques can solve this problem very well [20], [21], such as PC 145

method. According to PC theory, the objective function can be 146

expanded with respect to X using a series of orthogonal basis 147

functions. In practice, we need to truncate the order of expan- 148

sion to a finite order P. After truncation, the expansion can 149

approximate the real response 150

Y (X) ≈ Ŷ (X) =
P∑

k=0

AkΨk (X) (7)

where Ak represent the expansion coefficients to be estimated, 151

Ψk (X) is a class of multivariate polynomials which involve 152

products of the 1-D polynomials; k is the term number of the 153

expansion. To obtain the expansion, multivariate polynomials 154

and the coefficients need to be determined. 155
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1) Determination of Multivariate Polynomials: For each in-156

put variable, its 1-D orthogonal polynomial basis ψj (ξi) of j157

order can be determined by Askey scheme [22]. Then, Ψk (X)158

can be obtained easily by multiplying ψj (ξi). Traditionally, the159

PC expansion includes a complete basis of polynomials up to a160

fixed total order. For example, the multidimensional polynomi-161

als for a 2-order expansion over two random dimensions are162

Ψ0(ξ1 , ξ2) = ψ0(ξ1)ψ0(ξ2), Ψ1(ξ1 , ξ2) = ψ1(ξ1)ψ0(ξ2)

Ψ2(ξ1 , ξ2) = ψ0(ξ1)ψ1(ξ2), Ψ3(ξ1 , ξ2) = ψ2(ξ1)ψ0(ξ2)

Ψ4(ξ1 , ξ2) = ψ1(ξ1)ψ1(ξ2), Ψ5(ξ1 , ξ2) = ψ0(ξ1)ψ2(ξ2). (8)

Regarding the total-order expansion method (truncating all163

the product items of 1-D polynomials to d order), the number164

of the coefficients, i.e., the total number of the expansion terms165

should be given by166

Q = P + 1 = (n+ d)!/(n!d!). (9)

2) Calculation of Polynomial Coefficients: For 1-D input167

variable, the coefficients can be calculated by numerical in-168

tegration. But for multi-dimensional input variables, numerical169

integration is no longer efficient. We use the stochastic response170

surface method to calculate the coefficients. The first step is to171

sample randomly from the parameter space of the input vari-172

ables, which is denoted by173

{X̃(s ′) , s′=1, 2, · · ·L}, where : X̃(s ′) = ξ̃
(s ′)
1 , ξ̃

(s ′)
2 , . . . , ξ̃(s ′)

n .
(10)

To achieve the acceptable accuracy, the number of sample174

sets (i.e., L) used to solve the coefficients should usually be no175

less than 2Q.176

The second step is to plug these L sets of samples into the177

objective functions Y(X) and the right-hand side of (7), respec-178

tively, and then, L real responses and L approximate responses179

can be obtained. The coefficients should make the approxima-180

tions close to the real ones, which can be written by L equations181

expressed in matrix equation182

⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

Ψ0(X̃
(1)

) Ψ1(X̃
(1)

) · · · ΨP (X̃
(1)

)

Ψ0(X̃
(2)

) Ψ1(X̃
(2)

) · · · ΨP (X̃
(2)

)
...

...
. . .

...

Ψ0(X̃
(L)

) Ψ1(X̃
(L)

) · · · ΨP (X̃
(L)

)

⎤

⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

A0

A1

...

AP

⎤

⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

=

⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

Y (X̃
(1)

)

Y (X̃
(2)

)
...

Y (X̃
(L)

)

⎤

⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

. (11)

Equation (11) can be simplified as183

BA = Y (12)

Obviously, (11) is an overdetermined equation, and the co-184

efficients are the solution of this equation. If matrix BT B is185

nonsingular, (11) has a unique solution, which can be calculated186

Fig. 2. Workflow of the PC method.

by (13) according to least quadratic regression 187

Â = (BT B)−1BT Y. (13)

The workflow of the PC method is shown in Fig. 2. Once 188

the coefficients are obtained, the PC expansions regarded as 189

surrogate models of the objective function Y(X) are obtained. 190

Obviously, to get the PC expansions for output variables it 191

only needs a few iterations to solve the objective function. Then, 192

we can carry out UQ with these surrogate models available, 193

which is much faster than running a large number of MC simu- 194

lations for the objective function. 195

III. UQ OF GEO-ELECTRIC FIELDS AND GICS OF SANHUA GRID 196

A. Topology and Parameters of Sanhua Grid 197

Sanhua Grid is a UHV ac system in China, interconnecting 198

three regional power grids including North China grid, Central 199

China grid, and East China grid. Fig. 3 shows the geographic 200

location of the Sanhua Grid discussed in this paper, within which 201

only the level of 1000 kV is considered. The grid consists of 202

37 substations and 45 transmission lines. The substations are 203

numbered from 1 to 37, and their numbers and names are all 204

labeled. The transmission lines are labeled with blue numbers. 205

Calculation of GIC requires three sets of resistance param- 206

eters. The typical value of substation grounding resistance is 207

0.1 Ω, assuming all transformers are grounded directly. The 208

1000 kV lines are comprised of 8-bundled conductors LGJ- 209

500/35 per phase, and the dc resistance of every phase is 210

0.0095 Ω/km (at 20 °C), the lengths of which can be obtained 211

from [23] and electric power design institutes. From transformer 212

manufacturers, the typical values of dc resistance per phase of 213

the series and common winding are 182.7 and 141.5 mΩ at 214

75 °C, respectively. With these parameters the equivalent circuit 215

of this grid can be modeled. 216
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Fig. 3. Geographic location of the part of Sanhua 1000 kV power grid
considered in this paper.

Fig. 4. dB/dt calculated from recorded magnetic-field variations at three mag-
netic observatories, November 7–8, 2004.

In this section, we will carry out UQ for the maximums of geo-217

electric fields and GICs during a storm event. As an example,218

a GMD event on November 7–8, 2004 was selected. The mag-219

netic field recordings from three main magnetic observatories220

(marked by the red triangles in Fig. 3) starting from November221

7 until the end of November 8 are obtained, which comprised222

2880 data points with a sampling interval of 1 min. Magnetic223

derivatives against time (dB/dt) were calculated from the mag-224

netic field recordings that are shown in Fig. 4. It shows that the225

rates of magnetic field change at three observatories are almost226

identical. Therefore, it is reasonable and acceptable to assume227

the magnetic field to be uniform over the geographical area of228

the entire power grid. In the next calculation, the magnetic field229

records from BMT observatories will be used.230

Based on the four-layer earth conductivity model [23] and the231

interpretation of existing geophysical measurements [24], [25],232

the ranges of the soil layer conductivities are roughly determined233

TABLE I
EFFECT OF TRUNCATION ORDER OF PC METHOD ON ERROR PERCENTAGE

Here, d is the truncation order of the PC expansions. Q is the number of polynomial terms.
When we calculate the coefficients of PC expansion, we sample L(equal to 2Q) sets of
samples and put them into the objective functions. So L is also the solution times to the
objective function.

and their values are assumed to be of uniform distribution. Nev- 234

ertheless, the uniform distribution may not be optimal, if suffi- 235

cient values of soil conductivities can be acquired; then, more 236

preferable distributions would be inferred based on Bayesian 237

methods. Subscripts 1–4 are used to denote each layer from the 238

top layer downwards. The thicknesses of the top three layers 239

are 30, 60, and 60 km. The resistivity variable ranges assigned 240

to each layer are [100, 2000], [50, 770], and [25, 2000] Ω-m. 241

Under a depth of 150 km, it is a bottom half-space with the 242

resistivity from 1 to 3 Ω-m. 243

B. UQ for the Maximums of Geo-Electric Fields 244

For geo-electric field study, the 4-D input variables are the 245

conductivities of the four-layer earth following random distri- 246

bution in their respective variable ranges. They are denoted by 247

X = (ξ1 , ξ2 , ξ3 , ξ4) = (σ1 , σ2 , σ3 , σ4). 248

According to the distribution characteristic of input variables, 249

10 000 samples can be obtained and used as 10 000 input con- 250

ditions. Then 10 000 outputs can be calculated either by MC 251

method or by PC method. With these results, we can calculate 252

the mean, standard deviation, and median of geo-electric field 253

maximums. Taking the results of MC method as a reference, we 254

can calculate the error percentages between the PC method and 255

MC method. For PC method, different truncation orders have 256

different calculation accuracies. The error percentages between 257

two methods with different orders are compared in Table I. 258

It indicates that the higher the order is, the more accurate the 259

results are. Considering that the term number and the solution 260

time will increase along with the orders, the third order PC ex- 261

pansion would be appropriate. Compared with 10 000 iterations 262

to the objective function of MC method, the third order PC 263

method only needs to solve the objective function 70 iterations 264

to achieve approximated accuracy. 265

The cumulative probability density (CDF) curves of the max- 266

imums of Ex and Ey are shown in Fig. 5, which provides 267

the ranges of geo-electric field maximums during the storm 268

event and the probabilities of different maximums. 269

C. UQ for the Maximums of GIC 270

The above mentioned dc resistances of transmission lines and 271

transformer windings are the values at specific temperatures. In 272
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Fig. 5. Comparison of CDF of the geo-electric field maximums obtained by
PC method and MC method.

practice, they would change with temperatures. In addition, the273

product parameters of different manufacturers may be slightly274

different. The grounding resistance may change with soil mois-275

ture and corrosion situations of the grounding conductor. Hence,276

for the UQ of GIC, dc resistances should be treated as input vari-277

ables as well. The input variables are therefore 7-D, which can278

be expressed by the vector of X = (σ1 , σ2 , σ3 , σ4 , R1 , R2 , R3).279

Here, R1 denotes the resistance per unit length of transmission280

line, R2 denotes the winding resistance, and R3 denotes the sub-281

station grounding resistance. Considering the practical opera-282

tion, we roughly assume that the transmission line resistances283

vary from 0.00912 to 0.0114 Ω/km, and the values of trans-284

former windings range between ±8%. Considering the design285

requirement of grounding resistance and the practical operation286

in UHV substations, the reasonable range of grounding resis-287

tance is from 0.08 to 0.12 Ω. The resistance values are assumed288

to follow uniform distribution.289

Similarly, the GIC maximums of all the substations in Sanhua290

grid can be obtained by using the PC method. For example, the291

CDF curves of the No.1 substation computed by the MC method292

and PC method under different orders are shown in Fig. 6. It293

shows that the accuracy is acceptable when the order is greater294

than two. The same conclusion could be derived from other295

substations.296

The number of polynomial terms and program running time297

under different orders are compared in Table II. For MC method,298

it takes 3 h 26 min to finish 10 000 outputs. But even for 5-order299

PC expansion including 792 polynomial terms, it would take300

only about half an hour to get 10 000 outputs. Obviously, the301

Fig. 6. Comparison of CDF curves of GIC maximums in No.1 substation
calculated by PC expansions and MC method.

TABLE II
COMPARISONS OF PC METHOD UNDER DIFFERENT ORDER

Q and L have the same meaning as those in Table I. Here, t1 is the approximate program run
time to get the PC expansions, and t2 is the program run time to substitute 10 000 sample
sets in the PC expansion to obtain 10 000 outputs. The main computer configuration is 8G
memory and Intel i5-5200U CPU (2.2 GHz).

PC method can greatly shorten simulation time and increase the 302

computation efficiency. 303

After comprehensive comparison, we choose the 3-order PC 304

expansions to carry out UQ for GIC maximums. Then, we carry 305

out statistical analysis for the 10 000 outputs to get extra infor- 306

mation, such as variances, means, and cumulative probability 307

density. The results are shown in Fig. 7, which provides the GIC 308

maximums in all the 37 substations, as well as their interval 309

distributions. It shows that in almost half of the 37 substations, 310

the maximums of GIC from substation to the earth would ex- 311

ceed 20 A. The GIC in the Jingwest substation and the Shanghai 312

substation are larger than the others due to the “edge effect.” 313

Similarly, the CDF of all output variables could be calculated. 314

Due to limited space, only the CDF curves and histograms of 12 315

crucial substations are listed in Fig. 8. The information provided 316

by Fig. 8 could clarify the distribution characteristics of GIC 317

maximums and how frequently the values may occur. 318

Obviously, for each input sample, there is a corresponding 319

output. And among these outputs, we can find the condition 320

under which the highest GIC maximums would appear. For 321

example, GIC time series in three substations are shown in 322

Fig. 9. The horizontal coordinate donates the time with the unit 323

of minutes. The red texts are the values of GIC maximums 324

during this storm event. 325

IV. SENSITIVITY STUDIES 326

The sensitivity analysis based on variance decomposition can 327

be used to quantify the influence of the input variables on the 328

output variables. 329
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Fig. 7. Comparison of seven kinds of statistic parameters of GIC maximums in 37 substations.

Fig. 8. Cumulative probability density curves and histograms of 12 crucial substations. The horizontal axis denotes the maximum of GIC with the unit of ampere.
The numbers of substations are labeled below the graph.

The variance of the objective function and the partial vari-330

ances of single input variable or between input variables are331

denoted by V and Vi1,i2,...is , respectively. The Sobol indices Si332

and the total Sobol indices STi of the response Y(X) with respect333

to the input variables xi are as follows [26]:334

Si1 ,...,is =
Vi1 ,...,is
V

1 ≤ i1 < · · · < is ≤ n; s = 1, 2, . . . , n

(14)

STi =
∑

τi

Si1 ,...,is , τi ={(i1 , . . . , is) : ∃k, 1 ≤ k ≤ s, ik = i}.

(15)

For d-order PC expansion, the total Sobol indices can be 335

estimated by 336

STi =

∑
γi
A2
i1 ,...,it

V
, γi ={(i1 , . . . , it) : ∃k, 1 ≤ k ≤ t, ik = i}

1 ≤ i1 < · · · < it ≤ n; t = 1, 2, . . . , d.

V =
n∑

i1 =1

A2
i1

+
n∑

i1 =1

· · ·
i(d−1 )∑

id =1

A2
i1 ,i2 ,...,id

. (16)

In order to illustrate the effects of all input random variables 337

mentioned previously on the output variables, we calculate the 338
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Fig. 9. Time series of GICs in three substations.

Fig. 10. Total Sobol indices of the maximums of geo-electric fields. σ1 , σ2 ,
σ3 , and σ4 are the earth conductivities of the four-layer model, respectively.

total Sobol indices with the coefficients solved above. The total339

Sobol indices of the maximums of geo-electric fields to the earth340

conductivities are presented in Fig. 10.341

Regarding the example studied in this paper, it shows that342

the northward field is mainly related to the conductivities of the343

top two layers, and the eastward field is more sensitive to the344

conductivity of the second layer. The earth conductivity below345

150 km has little effect on geo-electric fields.346

The same work can be done for the GICs from substation to347

the ground. In Fig. 11, for the given distribution characteristics348

of the input variables in this paper, we list the total Sobol indices349

of the 12 substations considered in Section III. Obviously, the350

GIC maximums are more sensitive to earth conductivities than351

the resistances, especially to the conductivity of the second layer.352

The influence of the 7-D input variables on different substations353

is mainly due to their different geographic locations as well as354

their relative positions within the grid.355

V. CONCLUSION356

In this paper, considering the complex and uncertain input357

parameters in GIC calculation, we propose an UQ model of the358

Fig. 11. Total Sobol indices of the maximums of GICs in 12 substations.

geo-electric fields and GICs. The UQ for the geo-electric fields 359

and GICs of a UHV power grid is carried out. 360

The PC expansion provides an efficient surrogate model to 361

replace the objective function which can be used to analyze the 362

uncertainty of the origin problem easily. For the calculation of 363

GIC under 10 000 sample sets, the computational time of the 364

PC method takes only one fortieth of that of the MC method. 365

For the considered storm event, the northward fields and east- 366

ward fields vary from 18.654 to 55.791 mV/km and from 51.864 367

to 103.416 mV/km, respectively. In all the substations within the 368

grid, 17 stations experience GICs exceeding 20 A in amplitude. 369

GIC levels of some substations are relatively higher than others, 370

especially substations No.20 and No.30. 371

The total Sobol indices are calculated by using the PC expan- 372

sion coefficients. Sensitivity analysis shows that, the conductiv- 373

ity of the second layer has a greater impact on the geo-electric 374

fields and GICs than the other layers. In different substations, 375

the GICs are sensitive to their geological locations involving the 376

7-D input variables. Sufficient consideration should be given to 377

the grounding resistance of substations when carrying out GIC 378

evaluation and mitigation. 379

The proposed method can effectively offer a better under- 380

standing of the sensitivities of GICs to input uncertain variables 381

and give a reasonable evaluation of the geomagnetic hazards to 382

the power system. In the future, we will strive to acquire more 383

information to set up an exact earth conductivity model for GIC 384

UQ. Furthermore, we will monitor the substations where the 385

GIC levels are relatively high in order to validate the compu- 386

tational model that makes it possible to provide predicted GIC 387

based on the correlative predicted data of space weather. 388
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Uncertainty Quantification of Geo-Magnetically
Induced Currents in UHV Power Grid

1

2

Qing Liu , Yan-zhao Xie , Member, IEEE, Ning Dong, Yu-hao Chen, Min-zhou Liu, and Quan Li3

Abstract—Geo-magnetically induced currents (GICs) have at-4
tracted more attention since many Ultra-High Voltage (UHV)5
transmission lines have been built, or are going to be built in6
the world. However, when calculating GICs based on the classi-7
cal model, some input parameters, such as the earth conductivity8
and dc resistances of the grid, are uncertain or very hard to be9
determined in advance. Taking this into account, the uncertainty10
quantification (UQ) model of the geo-electric fields and GICs is pro-11
posed in this paper. The UQ of the maximums of the geo-electric12
fields and GICs during storms is carried out based on the poly-13
nomial chaos (PC) method. The results of the UHV grid, 1000 kV14
Sanhua Grid, were presented and compared to the Monte Carlo15
method. The total Sobol indices are calculated by using the PC16
expansion coefficients. The sensitivities of geo-electric fields and17
GICs to the input variables are analyzed based on the total Sobol18
indices. Results show that the GICs and geo-electric fields can be19
effectively simulated by the proposed model, which may offer a20
better understanding of the sensitivities to input uncertain vari-21
ables and further give a reasonable evaluation of the geomagnetic22
threat to the grid.23

Index Terms—Geo-electric fields, Geo-magnetically induced24
currents (GIC), polynomial chaos (PC), total Sobol indices, un-25
certainty quantification (UQ).26

I. INTRODUCTION27

SOLAR activities, especially coronal mass ejections, so-28

lar flares, and energetic particles, are the major factors29

that affect space weather and trigger geomagnetic disturbances30

(GMDs). The GMDs can induce low-frequency currents into31

power networks, known as geo-magnetically induced currents32

(GICs) [1]–[3]. The GICs may cause half-cycle saturation in33
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power transformers, produce harmonics, and increase reactive 34

power demand and transformer spot heat. This can lead to seri- 35

ous problems, such as transformer damage, voltage dips, relay 36

disoperation, and system instability [4]–[6]. Although GMDs 37

are more likely to happen in high latitudes, recently the phe- 38

nomenon caused by GICs are also found in middle and low lat- 39

itudes [7], [8], such as South Africa, Brazil, and China, which 40

attracts broad attention. 41

GIC calculation requires the induced geo-electric fields over 42

the earth’s surface. The “source” of this geo-electric field (i.e., 43

the magnetosphere-ionosphere currents) can be approximately 44

determined by an infinite line current, surface current, or three- 45

dimensional (3-D) current model. There are a number of meth- 46

ods based on different assumptions and simplifications that can 47

be used to calculate the geo-electric fields and the GICs. A sim- 48

ple way is to apply an equivalent downward-propagating plane 49

wave and assume that the earth is either uniform or layered [9]. 50

A lot of work on geo-electric fields and GICs has been reported 51

with specific parameters [10]–[15]. 52

However, some input parameters are difficult to be precisely 53

quantified, particularly in large scale power systems. For exam- 54

ple, the earth conductivity along the depth of several hundred 55

kilometers is an approximation of the actual structure due to the 56

multiplicity on magnetotelluric inversion and noise interference 57

[16]. Since the frequency of geo-electromagnetic variations is 58

far less than that of electric power, the resistances play a dom- 59

inant role for GIC calculation and the power grid can approxi- 60

mately be equivalent to a dc network [17]. For GIC calculation, 61

the dynamic characteristics of ac voltages and transformer sat- 62

uration should be taken into consideration. As an engineering 63

approach, nevertheless, to model the network as resistances is 64

more acceptable. The dc resistances of transmission lines and 65

the transformer windings should be regarded as variables due 66

to their changes with temperatures and should be taken into 67

consideration. 68

The Ultra-High Voltage power grid is the cornerstone of the 69

smart grid in China and it is being developed at an unprecedented 70

speed. Due to its small dc resistance and limited capability of 71

UHV transformer to withstand dc bias, the UHV grid is more 72

sensitive to geomagnetic hazards compared to other grids. 73

In this paper, taking a UHV Grid in Sanhua China for exam- 74

ple, we propose an efficient method based on the stochastic sim- 75

ulation tools of polynomial chaos (PC) to perform uncertainty 76

quantification (UQ) for geo-electric fields and GICs. The earth 77

conductivities and the dc resistances are used as input variables 78

with proper distributions, and the output variables are the peak 79

0018-9375 © 2019 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
See http://www.ieee.org/publications standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information.
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values of the time series of geo-electric fields and GICs during80

storm event. The results obtained give a clear indication of the81

GIC levels of all substations and the sensitivities of GICs in82

different substations to different input variables. The conclu-83

sions will provide comprehensive and useful information for84

GIC evaluation and mitigation.85

II. UC MODEL OF THE GEO-ELECTRIC FIELDS AND GICS86

A. Calculation Method of the Time Series of Geo-Electric87

Fields and GIC88

In GIC calculation, 1-D earth model is mostly adopted due to89

its simplicity and acceptable accuracy. The variable conductivity90

of the earth can be modeled by a series of horizontal layers91

with specified conductivity and thickness. Based on the “plane92

wave” method, the surface impedance Z0(ω) of m-layer earth93

can be calculated by using the recursive relation in [10]. In the94

frequency domain, Z0(ω) is also the transfer function between95

the surface electric fields and magnetic field, the relationships96

between which are97

Ey (ω) = − 1
μ0
Bx(ω)Z0(σ1 , σ2 , . . . , σm , h1 , h2 , . . . , hm−1 , ω)

(1)

Ex(ω) =
1
μ0
By (ω)Z0(σ1 , σ2 , . . . , σm , h1 , h2 , . . . , hm−1 , ω)

(2)

where σi(i = 1, 2, . . . ,m) and hi (i = 1, 2, . . . ,m− 1) are the98

conductivity and thickness of each layer, and ω is the angular99

frequency.100

The real-time magnetic field data from a magnetic observa-101

tory can be converted to the frequency domain through Fourier102

transform. So the electric fields in the frequency domain can103

be obtained by (1) and (2). Then, by applying inverse Fourier104

transform, we can get the time series of Ex(t) and Ey (t). Due105

to the insignificant error, we ignore the effect of shield wires on106

geoelectric field calculation. These electric fields can be used107

as an input for a power system model for every time incre-108

ment to calculate the voltage sources, which drive GIC flows in109

the power grid. For the transmission line from substation a to110

substation b, the voltage is given by111

Vab(t) = Ex(t) · LN + Ey (t) · LE (3)

where LN is the northward distance and LE is the eastward112

distance. They are related to the latitudes and longitudes of the113

two substations and can be calculated by the formulas in [18].114

Then, GICs from substations to ground can be obtained by115

GIC = (1 + YZ)−1J (4)

which is presented by Lehtinen and Pirjola [19], where, Y and Z116

are the network admittance matrix and the earthing impedance117

matrix, respectively. J depends on the voltages determined by the118

electric field along the transmission line and the line resistance,119

for example, for the node b, Jb is decided by120

Jb =
N∑

b=1,b �=a

Vba
Rba

. (5)

Fig. 1. Solving procedure of the maximums of geo-electric fields and GICs.

When the time series of geo-electric fields and GIC during a 121

given storm event have been calculated, we can find the max- 122

imums of geo-electric fields and GIC during this storm event. 123

The solving procedure can be presented in Fig. 1. The input 124

variables are described by the n-dimensional vector ξ, which 125

can be either the uncertain parameters of the layered earth or 126

the dc resistances of the power grid. In this paper, what we 127

are mainly concerned about, i.e., the output variables, are the 128

maximums of the geo-electric fields and GICs during a storm 129

event. For convenience, a function is used to represent the solv- 130

ing processing, and the output variables can be expressed by 131

y = Y(ξ1 , ξ2 , . . . , ξn ). 132

B. Derivation of PC Expansions for Output Variables 133

The traditional way to analyze the uncertainty of output vari- 134

ables in varied input scenarios is to use the Monte Carlo (MC) 135

method. The first step is to sample randomly according to the 136

distribution type and intervals of the input variables. The sam- 137

ples are denoted by 138

X̃(s) =
(
ξ̃

(s)
1 , ξ̃

(s)
2 , . . . , ξ̃(s)

n

)
s = 1, 2, . . . ,m. (6)

The sample number (i.e., m) usually should be big enough 139

to obtain satisfactory results and in this paper, m is set to be 140

10000. Next, put the samples into the objective function, then 141

the outputs for all different sample sets can be calculated. 142

Although the MC method is simple and clear, its efficiency 143

decreases with the increasing of the sample number. Some tech- 144

niques can solve this problem very well [20], [21], such as PC 145

method. According to PC theory, the objective function can be 146

expanded with respect to X using a series of orthogonal basis 147

functions. In practice, we need to truncate the order of expan- 148

sion to a finite order P. After truncation, the expansion can 149

approximate the real response 150

Y (X) ≈ Ŷ (X) =
P∑

k=0

AkΨk (X) (7)

where Ak represent the expansion coefficients to be estimated, 151

Ψk (X) is a class of multivariate polynomials which involve 152

products of the 1-D polynomials; k is the term number of the 153

expansion. To obtain the expansion, multivariate polynomials 154

and the coefficients need to be determined. 155
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1) Determination of Multivariate Polynomials: For each in-156

put variable, its 1-D orthogonal polynomial basis ψj (ξi) of j157

order can be determined by Askey scheme [22]. Then, Ψk (X)158

can be obtained easily by multiplying ψj (ξi). Traditionally, the159

PC expansion includes a complete basis of polynomials up to a160

fixed total order. For example, the multidimensional polynomi-161

als for a 2-order expansion over two random dimensions are162

Ψ0(ξ1 , ξ2) = ψ0(ξ1)ψ0(ξ2), Ψ1(ξ1 , ξ2) = ψ1(ξ1)ψ0(ξ2)

Ψ2(ξ1 , ξ2) = ψ0(ξ1)ψ1(ξ2), Ψ3(ξ1 , ξ2) = ψ2(ξ1)ψ0(ξ2)

Ψ4(ξ1 , ξ2) = ψ1(ξ1)ψ1(ξ2), Ψ5(ξ1 , ξ2) = ψ0(ξ1)ψ2(ξ2). (8)

Regarding the total-order expansion method (truncating all163

the product items of 1-D polynomials to d order), the number164

of the coefficients, i.e., the total number of the expansion terms165

should be given by166

Q = P + 1 = (n+ d)!/(n!d!). (9)

2) Calculation of Polynomial Coefficients: For 1-D input167

variable, the coefficients can be calculated by numerical in-168

tegration. But for multi-dimensional input variables, numerical169

integration is no longer efficient. We use the stochastic response170

surface method to calculate the coefficients. The first step is to171

sample randomly from the parameter space of the input vari-172

ables, which is denoted by173

{X̃(s ′) , s′=1, 2, · · ·L}, where : X̃(s ′) = ξ̃
(s ′)
1 , ξ̃

(s ′)
2 , . . . , ξ̃(s ′)

n .
(10)

To achieve the acceptable accuracy, the number of sample174

sets (i.e., L) used to solve the coefficients should usually be no175

less than 2Q.176

The second step is to plug these L sets of samples into the177

objective functions Y(X) and the right-hand side of (7), respec-178

tively, and then, L real responses and L approximate responses179

can be obtained. The coefficients should make the approxima-180

tions close to the real ones, which can be written by L equations181

expressed in matrix equation182

⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

Ψ0(X̃
(1)

) Ψ1(X̃
(1)

) · · · ΨP (X̃
(1)

)

Ψ0(X̃
(2)

) Ψ1(X̃
(2)

) · · · ΨP (X̃
(2)

)
...

...
. . .

...

Ψ0(X̃
(L)

) Ψ1(X̃
(L)

) · · · ΨP (X̃
(L)

)

⎤

⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

A0

A1

...

AP

⎤

⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

=

⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

Y (X̃
(1)

)

Y (X̃
(2)

)
...

Y (X̃
(L)

)

⎤

⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

. (11)

Equation (11) can be simplified as183

BA = Y (12)

Obviously, (11) is an overdetermined equation, and the co-184

efficients are the solution of this equation. If matrix BT B is185

nonsingular, (11) has a unique solution, which can be calculated186

Fig. 2. Workflow of the PC method.

by (13) according to least quadratic regression 187

Â = (BT B)−1BT Y. (13)

The workflow of the PC method is shown in Fig. 2. Once 188

the coefficients are obtained, the PC expansions regarded as 189

surrogate models of the objective function Y(X) are obtained. 190

Obviously, to get the PC expansions for output variables it 191

only needs a few iterations to solve the objective function. Then, 192

we can carry out UQ with these surrogate models available, 193

which is much faster than running a large number of MC simu- 194

lations for the objective function. 195

III. UQ OF GEO-ELECTRIC FIELDS AND GICS OF SANHUA GRID 196

A. Topology and Parameters of Sanhua Grid 197

Sanhua Grid is a UHV ac system in China, interconnecting 198

three regional power grids including North China grid, Central 199

China grid, and East China grid. Fig. 3 shows the geographic 200

location of the Sanhua Grid discussed in this paper, within which 201

only the level of 1000 kV is considered. The grid consists of 202

37 substations and 45 transmission lines. The substations are 203

numbered from 1 to 37, and their numbers and names are all 204

labeled. The transmission lines are labeled with blue numbers. 205

Calculation of GIC requires three sets of resistance param- 206

eters. The typical value of substation grounding resistance is 207

0.1 Ω, assuming all transformers are grounded directly. The 208

1000 kV lines are comprised of 8-bundled conductors LGJ- 209

500/35 per phase, and the dc resistance of every phase is 210

0.0095 Ω/km (at 20 °C), the lengths of which can be obtained 211

from [23] and electric power design institutes. From transformer 212

manufacturers, the typical values of dc resistance per phase of 213

the series and common winding are 182.7 and 141.5 mΩ at 214

75 °C, respectively. With these parameters the equivalent circuit 215

of this grid can be modeled. 216
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Fig. 3. Geographic location of the part of Sanhua 1000 kV power grid
considered in this paper.

Fig. 4. dB/dt calculated from recorded magnetic-field variations at three mag-
netic observatories, November 7–8, 2004.

In this section, we will carry out UQ for the maximums of geo-217

electric fields and GICs during a storm event. As an example,218

a GMD event on November 7–8, 2004 was selected. The mag-219

netic field recordings from three main magnetic observatories220

(marked by the red triangles in Fig. 3) starting from November221

7 until the end of November 8 are obtained, which comprised222

2880 data points with a sampling interval of 1 min. Magnetic223

derivatives against time (dB/dt) were calculated from the mag-224

netic field recordings that are shown in Fig. 4. It shows that the225

rates of magnetic field change at three observatories are almost226

identical. Therefore, it is reasonable and acceptable to assume227

the magnetic field to be uniform over the geographical area of228

the entire power grid. In the next calculation, the magnetic field229

records from BMT observatories will be used.230

Based on the four-layer earth conductivity model [23] and the231

interpretation of existing geophysical measurements [24], [25],232

the ranges of the soil layer conductivities are roughly determined233

TABLE I
EFFECT OF TRUNCATION ORDER OF PC METHOD ON ERROR PERCENTAGE

Here, d is the truncation order of the PC expansions. Q is the number of polynomial terms.
When we calculate the coefficients of PC expansion, we sample L(equal to 2Q) sets of
samples and put them into the objective functions. So L is also the solution times to the
objective function.

and their values are assumed to be of uniform distribution. Nev- 234

ertheless, the uniform distribution may not be optimal, if suffi- 235

cient values of soil conductivities can be acquired; then, more 236

preferable distributions would be inferred based on Bayesian 237

methods. Subscripts 1–4 are used to denote each layer from the 238

top layer downwards. The thicknesses of the top three layers 239

are 30, 60, and 60 km. The resistivity variable ranges assigned 240

to each layer are [100, 2000], [50, 770], and [25, 2000] Ω-m. 241

Under a depth of 150 km, it is a bottom half-space with the 242

resistivity from 1 to 3 Ω-m. 243

B. UQ for the Maximums of Geo-Electric Fields 244

For geo-electric field study, the 4-D input variables are the 245

conductivities of the four-layer earth following random distri- 246

bution in their respective variable ranges. They are denoted by 247

X = (ξ1 , ξ2 , ξ3 , ξ4) = (σ1 , σ2 , σ3 , σ4). 248

According to the distribution characteristic of input variables, 249

10 000 samples can be obtained and used as 10 000 input con- 250

ditions. Then 10 000 outputs can be calculated either by MC 251

method or by PC method. With these results, we can calculate 252

the mean, standard deviation, and median of geo-electric field 253

maximums. Taking the results of MC method as a reference, we 254

can calculate the error percentages between the PC method and 255

MC method. For PC method, different truncation orders have 256

different calculation accuracies. The error percentages between 257

two methods with different orders are compared in Table I. 258

It indicates that the higher the order is, the more accurate the 259

results are. Considering that the term number and the solution 260

time will increase along with the orders, the third order PC ex- 261

pansion would be appropriate. Compared with 10 000 iterations 262

to the objective function of MC method, the third order PC 263

method only needs to solve the objective function 70 iterations 264

to achieve approximated accuracy. 265

The cumulative probability density (CDF) curves of the max- 266

imums of Ex and Ey are shown in Fig. 5, which provides 267

the ranges of geo-electric field maximums during the storm 268

event and the probabilities of different maximums. 269

C. UQ for the Maximums of GIC 270

The above mentioned dc resistances of transmission lines and 271

transformer windings are the values at specific temperatures. In 272
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Fig. 5. Comparison of CDF of the geo-electric field maximums obtained by
PC method and MC method.

practice, they would change with temperatures. In addition, the273

product parameters of different manufacturers may be slightly274

different. The grounding resistance may change with soil mois-275

ture and corrosion situations of the grounding conductor. Hence,276

for the UQ of GIC, dc resistances should be treated as input vari-277

ables as well. The input variables are therefore 7-D, which can278

be expressed by the vector of X = (σ1 , σ2 , σ3 , σ4 , R1 , R2 , R3).279

Here, R1 denotes the resistance per unit length of transmission280

line, R2 denotes the winding resistance, and R3 denotes the sub-281

station grounding resistance. Considering the practical opera-282

tion, we roughly assume that the transmission line resistances283

vary from 0.00912 to 0.0114 Ω/km, and the values of trans-284

former windings range between ±8%. Considering the design285

requirement of grounding resistance and the practical operation286

in UHV substations, the reasonable range of grounding resis-287

tance is from 0.08 to 0.12 Ω. The resistance values are assumed288

to follow uniform distribution.289

Similarly, the GIC maximums of all the substations in Sanhua290

grid can be obtained by using the PC method. For example, the291

CDF curves of the No.1 substation computed by the MC method292

and PC method under different orders are shown in Fig. 6. It293

shows that the accuracy is acceptable when the order is greater294

than two. The same conclusion could be derived from other295

substations.296

The number of polynomial terms and program running time297

under different orders are compared in Table II. For MC method,298

it takes 3 h 26 min to finish 10 000 outputs. But even for 5-order299

PC expansion including 792 polynomial terms, it would take300

only about half an hour to get 10 000 outputs. Obviously, the301

Fig. 6. Comparison of CDF curves of GIC maximums in No.1 substation
calculated by PC expansions and MC method.

TABLE II
COMPARISONS OF PC METHOD UNDER DIFFERENT ORDER

Q and L have the same meaning as those in Table I. Here, t1 is the approximate program run
time to get the PC expansions, and t2 is the program run time to substitute 10 000 sample
sets in the PC expansion to obtain 10 000 outputs. The main computer configuration is 8G
memory and Intel i5-5200U CPU (2.2 GHz).

PC method can greatly shorten simulation time and increase the 302

computation efficiency. 303

After comprehensive comparison, we choose the 3-order PC 304

expansions to carry out UQ for GIC maximums. Then, we carry 305

out statistical analysis for the 10 000 outputs to get extra infor- 306

mation, such as variances, means, and cumulative probability 307

density. The results are shown in Fig. 7, which provides the GIC 308

maximums in all the 37 substations, as well as their interval 309

distributions. It shows that in almost half of the 37 substations, 310

the maximums of GIC from substation to the earth would ex- 311

ceed 20 A. The GIC in the Jingwest substation and the Shanghai 312

substation are larger than the others due to the “edge effect.” 313

Similarly, the CDF of all output variables could be calculated. 314

Due to limited space, only the CDF curves and histograms of 12 315

crucial substations are listed in Fig. 8. The information provided 316

by Fig. 8 could clarify the distribution characteristics of GIC 317

maximums and how frequently the values may occur. 318

Obviously, for each input sample, there is a corresponding 319

output. And among these outputs, we can find the condition 320

under which the highest GIC maximums would appear. For 321

example, GIC time series in three substations are shown in 322

Fig. 9. The horizontal coordinate donates the time with the unit 323

of minutes. The red texts are the values of GIC maximums 324

during this storm event. 325

IV. SENSITIVITY STUDIES 326

The sensitivity analysis based on variance decomposition can 327

be used to quantify the influence of the input variables on the 328

output variables. 329
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Fig. 7. Comparison of seven kinds of statistic parameters of GIC maximums in 37 substations.

Fig. 8. Cumulative probability density curves and histograms of 12 crucial substations. The horizontal axis denotes the maximum of GIC with the unit of ampere.
The numbers of substations are labeled below the graph.

The variance of the objective function and the partial vari-330

ances of single input variable or between input variables are331

denoted by V and Vi1,i2,...is , respectively. The Sobol indices Si332

and the total Sobol indices STi of the response Y(X) with respect333

to the input variables xi are as follows [26]:334

Si1 ,...,is =
Vi1 ,...,is
V

1 ≤ i1 < · · · < is ≤ n; s = 1, 2, . . . , n

(14)

STi =
∑

τi

Si1 ,...,is , τi ={(i1 , . . . , is) : ∃k, 1 ≤ k ≤ s, ik = i}.

(15)

For d-order PC expansion, the total Sobol indices can be 335

estimated by 336

STi =

∑
γi
A2
i1 ,...,it

V
, γi ={(i1 , . . . , it) : ∃k, 1 ≤ k ≤ t, ik = i}

1 ≤ i1 < · · · < it ≤ n; t = 1, 2, . . . , d.

V =
n∑

i1 =1

A2
i1

+
n∑

i1 =1

· · ·
i(d−1 )∑

id =1

A2
i1 ,i2 ,...,id

. (16)

In order to illustrate the effects of all input random variables 337

mentioned previously on the output variables, we calculate the 338
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Fig. 9. Time series of GICs in three substations.

Fig. 10. Total Sobol indices of the maximums of geo-electric fields. σ1 , σ2 ,
σ3 , and σ4 are the earth conductivities of the four-layer model, respectively.

total Sobol indices with the coefficients solved above. The total339

Sobol indices of the maximums of geo-electric fields to the earth340

conductivities are presented in Fig. 10.341

Regarding the example studied in this paper, it shows that342

the northward field is mainly related to the conductivities of the343

top two layers, and the eastward field is more sensitive to the344

conductivity of the second layer. The earth conductivity below345

150 km has little effect on geo-electric fields.346

The same work can be done for the GICs from substation to347

the ground. In Fig. 11, for the given distribution characteristics348

of the input variables in this paper, we list the total Sobol indices349

of the 12 substations considered in Section III. Obviously, the350

GIC maximums are more sensitive to earth conductivities than351

the resistances, especially to the conductivity of the second layer.352

The influence of the 7-D input variables on different substations353

is mainly due to their different geographic locations as well as354

their relative positions within the grid.355

V. CONCLUSION356

In this paper, considering the complex and uncertain input357

parameters in GIC calculation, we propose an UQ model of the358

Fig. 11. Total Sobol indices of the maximums of GICs in 12 substations.

geo-electric fields and GICs. The UQ for the geo-electric fields 359

and GICs of a UHV power grid is carried out. 360

The PC expansion provides an efficient surrogate model to 361

replace the objective function which can be used to analyze the 362

uncertainty of the origin problem easily. For the calculation of 363

GIC under 10 000 sample sets, the computational time of the 364

PC method takes only one fortieth of that of the MC method. 365

For the considered storm event, the northward fields and east- 366

ward fields vary from 18.654 to 55.791 mV/km and from 51.864 367

to 103.416 mV/km, respectively. In all the substations within the 368

grid, 17 stations experience GICs exceeding 20 A in amplitude. 369

GIC levels of some substations are relatively higher than others, 370

especially substations No.20 and No.30. 371

The total Sobol indices are calculated by using the PC expan- 372

sion coefficients. Sensitivity analysis shows that, the conductiv- 373

ity of the second layer has a greater impact on the geo-electric 374

fields and GICs than the other layers. In different substations, 375

the GICs are sensitive to their geological locations involving the 376

7-D input variables. Sufficient consideration should be given to 377

the grounding resistance of substations when carrying out GIC 378

evaluation and mitigation. 379

The proposed method can effectively offer a better under- 380

standing of the sensitivities of GICs to input uncertain variables 381

and give a reasonable evaluation of the geomagnetic hazards to 382

the power system. In the future, we will strive to acquire more 383

information to set up an exact earth conductivity model for GIC 384

UQ. Furthermore, we will monitor the substations where the 385

GIC levels are relatively high in order to validate the compu- 386

tational model that makes it possible to provide predicted GIC 387

based on the correlative predicted data of space weather. 388
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